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The paranoid Victor Boyle explains the government, love, and life in the institution.
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—they don’t get what the lights do to your skin, you know? The white, white hot fluorescent
lights. They cause cancer. Did you know that? Fluorescent lights. I shit you not. Fuckin’ cancer.

They’ve got us wandering around every day, just wandering around all day under these damn
fluorescent lights. They think I don’t know, right? Think I don’t know there’s some eugenics shit

going on right under my nose. They’re sterilizing us! You know that? Sterilizing us with those

fuckin’ fluorescent lights and their fuckin’ UV rays.You know Carla? Down in D6? Yeah. Says

she’s immune to UV rays. Says that’s why they keep her here. Also says that’s why she can’t get
pregnant—why her husband offed himself. Toaster in the bath, you know? Real unoriginal. You

know the type. Never had the heart to tell her she married a real uncreative fucker.Dave, though?

In B16? Get a load of him. Schizophrenia. Like you wouldn’t believe. Three dozen imaginary

friends, fuckin’ forty of ‘em telling him he’s gotta slit his wrists. Crazy shit, huh? He’s no fuckin’
Carla. This guy’s on serious suicide watch. He’s got velcro shoes and everything. No drawstring

pants for Dave. He’s the damn reason we gotta use paper napkins and those goddamn plastic

knives that couldn’t cut room-fuckin’-temperature butter. Not warm butter. No one likes warm

butter. Anyone tells you they like warm butter, they’re a liar or a freak.I got no time for liars. That’s
why I hate every goddamn one of these orderlies. I can’t make a damn phone call after
18:00:00? What is this, goddamn Nazi Germany? ‘Course when I do get a phone call, it’s got to
be to my therapist, my parole officer, or one of the fucks on my “registered visitors” list, like I want

to talk to any of them. “9 AM to 6 PM, approved numbers only, Vic.” “No, Vic, you can’t call the
New York Times.” “Scarlett Johansson ain’t family, Vic.” Like I give a shit. Trying to police me?
Who the fuck do they think th

Ebook Tops Reader, “Rough, raw, and real.. Great job, Ray. As always with you, I wish I got more
of it but I think in this case the brevity made it more poignant”
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